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Abstract. The competitive environment in which the manufacturing industries
are inserted ensures that to achieve competitiveness the businesses must react
quickly to change and understand the balance of possible options when making
complex decisions. For a high quality, timely decision across a range of complex
factors, it is necessary high-quality information and knowledge available at the
time of the decision making. However, each business sector requires its own view
on the enterprises information it needs. This represents a problem as current
software solution provide local support but do not provide trans-disciplinary
interoperability that is critical to long term competitiveness. The exploration of
semantic technologies has the potential to solve this problem using
formalizations to share the knowledge across multi-domain environments, these
systems can provide more comprehensive solutions than the approaches
employed to date. The aim of this paper is to study the current issues regarding
the application of ontology-driven interoperability for Product Development and
Manufacture. This objective will be achieved through a literature review on
Semantic Interoperability, Semantic Rules and Multiple Domains and a
Discussion on the current issues of each topic. This research showed that the
knowledge enrichment introduced by knowledge translation models aids the
creation of an interoperable environment between the product design and its
manufacture.
Keywords: Semantic Interoperability, Semantic Rules, Multiple Domains,
Product Design and Manufacture.
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Introduction

In recent years the trend of product design is towards the formation of business
collaborative alliances between enterprises and as consequence the manufacturing
companies have been focusing on a more knowledge intensive product development
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process with the aim of reduce the overall product design time and increase its activities
efficiency. To achieve this aim, the enterprises relay more heavily in emerging
computer network technologies, such as, the Semantic Web [1][2][3].
The Semantic Web is a web of relations among entities, therefore its role is to operate
as a virtual model base in a way where the product design collaborators can have
ubiquitous access to the product model, through a client interface, while understanding
the semantic and context of the information.
Interoperability, a systemization of knowledge, is one of the key aspects of the
semantic web and is reached through ontological integration with the aim to create a
common ontology for all the information sources in a scenario of information exchange
[4]; [5];[6];[7].
An ontology is an explicit, formal specification of terms in a domain and the relations
between these terms. [8], that is, an ontology is a data structure of a knowledge domains
concepts and how they relate with each other, in a machine-readable format [9] [27].
The knowledge from each node within the product development and manufacture
may be formalized which will result in multiple viewpoints associated to the
representation of artifacts and different depictions of similar concepts [10] [27].
To [11], these multiple representations of an artifact or a concept is known as
semantic heterogeneity, which is an obstacle to semantic interoperability.to solve this
problem the process of semantic reconciliation is used. This process is traditionally
made by hand by the database administrator or a designer due to its complexity.
However, with the introduction of the semantic web this process shifts towards a more
automated environment.
Therefore, the aim of this paper is to is to study the current issues regarding the
application of ontology-driven interoperability for Product Development and
Manufacture in order to provide sustenance to a proposal of an ontology-driven
semantic reconciliation model that aims to use ontology mapping techniques to aid the
product design and manufacture processes knowledge share
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Problem Statement

Globalization, collaboration and cooperation have contributed to the emergence of a
knowledge sharing culture in open and large environments [12] [13] [27]. However,
communication between project teams is often hindered by the lack of clarity in the
terms used. This represents that the context in which the information is exchanged
affects the overall meaning and interpretation of the shared implicit and explicit
knowledge. Therefore, two problems may appear: I) the same term is being applied to
different concepts (semantic problem) and II) different terms are being applied to the
same concept (syntax problem) [14]. These problems are known as semantic
heterogeneity
One approach to solve these problems, is the creation of an ontology in which a
specific domain’s concepts and terms are defined and can be understood through the
different teams across that domain. Nevertheless, this presents a different issue: How
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can the knowledge be shared effectively through multiple domain systems without the
problems caused by semantic heterogeneity?
The use of different ontology throughout the product design and manufacture may
hinder the creation of an interoperable environment as the different domains have
different concepts and the exchange of this information through the product
development without the proper processing may result in loss of product quality, greater
development time and costs.
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Current Issues

The current issues were researched and structured according to the main topics related
to the research objective: i) Semantic Interoperability; ii) Semantic Reconciliation; iii)
Semantic Rules.
3.1

Semantic Interoperability

Even though the product development process presents a holistic approach to provide
the necessary information to the different phases of the product design and
manufacturing, it has been identified misinterpretations and mistakes during the latter
stages of the product development [15]. These mistakes become more significant when
the activities of the design and manufacture cost 85% of the products final cost [16].
Consequently, the information sharing across the different stages of product
development and manufacture must be done efficiently to ensure that the product
developed has the desired quality with cost and time optimization.
This is a semantic interoperability problem for which the meaning associated to the
captured information must be shared across different domains inside a system without
any loss of meaning and intent during the exchange process [17]. The most common
method to ensure that there is no loss of meaning in the information exchange process
has been the definition of common information models [18] [19]. In this context, the
construction of ontologies is a viable solution on the formalization of these common
information models and on the sharing of the formal information throughout the stages
of the product development process, which, consequently, provides increased
knowledge in the domains of application. [19] [20]
An Ontology is defined as “a lexicon of specialized terminology along with some
specification of the meaning of terms on the lexicon” [21], where the lexicon is the
vocabulary of a knowledge domain. Therefore, an important differentiation can be
made between ontologies by their degree of expressiveness. In this differentiation,
simple ontologies, which formalizes only a taxonomy of concepts and basic relations
between them are referred as lightweight ontologies. When a lightweight ontology is
enriched through the insertion of axioms in the form of constraints, they are classified
as a heavyweight ontology. Nevertheless, the use of ontologies is restricted to the
purpose of its application, that is, the knowledge structure formalized in an ontology
has little reusability outside the scope of its application. [17]
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Despite the semantic formalism created using ontologies, a limitation appears when
the need to work in multiple knowledge domains is presented, as the semantic
formalism of the ontology cannot ensure the sharing of the information and its meaning
through different domains. However, this problem is moderated with the development
of ontology mapping methodologies, which can create relationships between terms in
different ontologies of different domains. [16]

3.2

Semantic Reconciliation

The increase in the perception that to make better decision, it is essential to have usable
ou actionable information, which can be defined as knowledge, in an integrated
environment between diverse resources. Therefore, the importance of resolving
semantic heterogeneity has gained attention in various domains [22] [17].
The emerging semantic web, which is a specific form of formal logic that can be
used efficiently in a virtual environment, has used descriptive logic based ontologies as
one of its primary applications. These ontologies can take advatange of better
expressive constructs, however, when used in a multiple domain environment they
suffer from limitations to share the knowledge efficiently between them. [22] [16] [17]
For example, consider two different classification systems, a simple query is finding
all the data conrresponding to a term in both information sources, however, this query
can only be efficiently answerd if both of the systems have their semantics well
understood. If these systems are conceptualized in two different ontologies the
comparation of terms is a challenge due to the great variation of the detail level and
logic between these ontologies. [22] [17].
To solve this limitation a shared ontology approach can be adopted. This approach
enables terminological reasoning over the definition of classes in the descriptive logic
ontologies by considering the axioms, set of relations and set of class definitions
defined in the shared ontology [23] [26]
Even with the considerable effort that has been input to address the obstacles of
semantic interoperability brought by semantic mismatches, there are still several
challenges to improve the semantic reconciliation techniques[25] [26] Nowadays, the
most popular techniques are the ontology mapping/matching.
Initial work on these techniques focused mainly on the overall nomenclature of the
ontologies, which lead to various conflicts in a multiple domain environment or even
in similar domain ontologies that uses different taxonomies. [25]. However ontology
mapping techniques have been a key direction to solve semantic heterogeneity issues
using the reconciliation of the semantics of the ontology based models. Even though,
several perspectives of the ontology mapping methods have been proposed, there is a
consensus over the types of methods that can be applied to do a ontology
mapping/matching. Figure 1 presents these methods [2] [10].
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Fig. 1. Ontology mapping/matching techniques categorization. Adapted from [10].

Ontology mapping methods can be classified as one of 4 categories or as hybrids of
these. The ontology mapping categories are, as shown in figure 1: i) techniques that
merge two ontologies to construct a new ontology from the individual ontologies
(Detail A); ii) methods that through a transformation function, transforms a given
ontology into another based on the rules specified(Detail C); iii) techniques that
establish binary relations between the vocabularies of two ontologies (Detail B) and
IV) methods that enable specific protions of two ontologies to be reconciled with the
use of semantic mappings made through an articulation ontology (Detail D) [10] [2]
[17].
Even though ontology mapping/matching has been key to solve semantic
heterogeneity problems, there is presently of methdos that rely on lexical similarity
matching, which is not optimal from a semantic interoperability viewpoint. This is
because in a multiple domain environment similar terms are used across different
groups to refer to diverse concepts. Ergo, it is only through the semantics associated to
these terms that existing differences can be identified, highlighting the need to capture
semantics in the first place [10]
On the other hand, ontological formalisms lite the Web Ontology Language (OWL)
support built-ins for ontology mapping, however, these built-ins have limitions when
mapping the semantic content of manufacturing ontologies and their associated
knowledge bases [10] [17] [26].
Moreover, there are requirements to aid the construction of mapping/matching
techniques which can be formally interpreted and are focused at inditifiying potential
solutions for semantic mismatches. Therefore, enabling the reconciliation process at
several levels, including the instance level, of ontology based models. These
requirements aid the reconciliation process to have better accuracy, automation and
reduces the time that takes to resolve cross-model correspondences [17] [25].
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3.3

Semantic Rules

The web ontology language (OWL) relies only on description logic, however both
description logic and rules are required for a semantic web application because they
can overcome expressiveness limitations through extensions of different knowledge
domains. Nevertheless, each paradigm supports specific reasoning services and for
them to work efficiently there is a need to a close integration between the description
logic and semantic rules [3].
The semantic web rule language (SWRL) extends the description logic of the OWL
with the ability to write rules and permiting the addition of horn logic rules to the OWL
descriptions. This characteristic allows the construction of more complex relations and
can be used to define more precisely the concepts in the ontology. The SWRL rules are
an implication between an antecedent and a consequent that can be read as when the
conditions specified in the antecedent are true then the conditions on the consequent
must also be true. [3] [4] [24]
Although the SWRL is supported by the Protégé ontology editor and by several rule
inference engines such as Pellet, it has been around fore more than 10 years making it
very unlikely that it will become a W3C standard, therefore difficult to reach out to the
industrial world. [24]
An alternative to the SWRL is the SPARQL Inferance Notation (SPIN), which has
become an industrial standart and uses representations of the SPARQL inqueries to
construct rules and constraints in semantic web models. SPIN cobines concepts from
object oriented languages, query languages and rule based systems to describe objects
behaviors in the semantic web, that is, it links class definitions with queries in order to
capture constraints and rules that will formilize the expected behavior of those classes.
Since SPIN is represented in RDF, the rules and constraints can be shared with the
class definitions they are associated with. This attachment of rules to the classes they
refer to aids in the maintenance of the database.
The SPIN vocabulary defines several properties that can be used to attach SPARQL
queries to the classes and the reasoning engines will construct inferred RDF triples from
the currently asserted information in the model. These queries are interpreted in the
context of the classes to which they refer to. [24]
The use of SPIN to create the constraints and relationships of the concepts described
in a semantic web model allows it to have an object oriented view in which the
SPARQL queries play similar role to the functions and methods. The Inheritance is
treated in the sense that any rule defined for super classes will also be applied to the
subclasses. This means SPIN rules can only further restrict what has been defined in
the uuper classes of the model. [24]
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Discussion

This research works towards finding evidence that demonstrates the current issues
regarding semantic interoperability, semantic reconciliation and semantic rules in a
multiple domain environment. These issues provide sustenance to the proposal of an
ontology-driven semantic reconciliation model that aims to use ontology mapping
techniques to aid the product design and manufacture processes knowledge share,
therefore, ensuring higher quality products and cost reduction of the product design
steps and its manufacture. Additionally, the model aims uses semantic rules to better
simulate the behaviour of the concepts thus optimizing the reconciliation and
translation process of the model.
The mapping of the current issues revealed the limitations of a ontology driven
interoperability system when it is used in a multiple domain environment, and, also,
how the sharing of ambiguous information in such an environment can reduce the
competitiveness of an enterprise as it will raise the costs and diminish its products
quality.
In order to ensure a semantic interoperability environment across multiple domains,
ontology mapping/matching techniques are necessary as through them it is possible to
create a multiple domain ontology that contains all the relevant information to the
domains and has translation mechanisms which will translate the concepts within this
ontology to all other domains. However, these techniques are made mostly by hand
which makes them expensive and time demanding. This makes their use in industrial
applications limited.
The semantic rules aid in the creation of a semantic interoperable environment as
they create more complex class expressions and enable the simulation more accurate of
the concepts behaviour and, therefore, infere the behaviour of similar concepts
integrating the different knowledge domains. Yet there are limitations to their use as
there is not a method to conceive these rules outside the determination of an expert,
which makes their creation an expensive and long process. the main language to the
development of semantic rules, SWRL, has some limitations that are being solved
through SPARQL based rule languages as SPIN.
During the product development and manufacture the departaments envolved must
manage their resources and at the same time need to communicate, cooperate efficiently
with the other teams in the process. Therefore the issues presented in this research
represent the biggest problems that interfere with the application of an efficiently
multiple domain communication and cooperation system that creates a true knowledge
share environment which reduces the product’s development and manufacture time,
cost and ensures its quality.
Thus, the essential requirements for effective and efficient collaboration among
enterprises are agility and interoperability
Through the analisys of multiple domains and their semantic constrains throughout
the product development process, a model can be developed which represents the points
where the semantic constrains and rules may hinder the development of an
interoperable environment as can be seen in the Figure 2.
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Detail A represents the possibility of ambiguous constraints present in a same
domain and same product design stage. Detail B shows the possibility of having
heterogenious constraints in a same domain but in different stages of the product
development process. Detail C characterises the heterogeneity between constraints in
the same development stage, however, between different knowledge domains. Finally,
Detail D represents the heterougeneity between constrains in different stages of the
product design and in different domains.

Fig. 2. Diagram of Interoperable Limitations Regarding Product Deign and Manufacture,
Multiple Domains and Semantic Constrains.
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Conclusion

This paper presented a research that lead to the development of a model which shows
some of the critical issues that hinder the development of a true ontology-driven
interoperable environment between product design and manufacture. These areas are
essential to ensure a competitive position for an enterprise in the global competitive
environment it is inserted.
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The standardized and formilised knowledge that is captured by an ontology driven
system allows it to be retrieved, shared and reused in different stages of the product
development and manufacture and, also, through the process of relating concepts made
in the ontology design the information can be captured in its enterity as well as extended
as the need arrises. This integration improves the collaboration in a multiple domain
environment and across network based designs as it conveys several characteristics,
that are often ambiguous, in a non-ambiguous manner. These knowledge structures can,
also, be used to create optimization models.
The high degree of expressiveness of a ontology-driven structure enables the
establishment of resolvable and meaningful mappings across knowledge models which
help support the consistency of the ontology matching while also avoiding the
drawbacks of subjectivity in the mapping transaction that are a consequence of
extensive human intervention.
In order to continue this research several subjects are proposed for future works:
Research semantic rules development methods for ontology mapping/matching; Map
product development and manufacture structures and important concepts for the
development of reference ontologies which can be then specialized to specific projects;
Research and define a Semantic Reconciliation Method for Multi-Domain
Environments.
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